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Three 120 Degree Turns Have Been Planned Underground

The Ahmedabad Metro rail construction in the walled city will be an engineering challenge for the Metrorail Express Gandhinagar-
Ahmedabad (MEGA). It will be one of the few instances in the country where three sharp curves -each turn of 120 degrees -would be
included in the underground route to skirt ASI and state protected monuments.

Mostly over the ground, metro route will be underground from Shahpur after it immediately crosses the Sabarmati River. Officials said that
there would only be three stations in walled city , one at Shahpur, second one at Gheekantha and the third will be near Kalupur railway
station. The station connecting railway station will be on the lines of Delhi, where the opening of metro station is on platform one or just
outside. The station at Gheekanta will have one end opening near Manekchowk and the second end will be towards the Bhadra courts.

MEGA officials say that the metro train will go 30m below the ground as it reaches Shahpur. A gradual downward gradient will be provided
from the east bank of the Sabarmati riverfront. The metro will then emerge via an elevated platform at Apparel Park just after it crosses
Kankaria Lake. The excavation for this corridor will require permission from Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), which is yet to be
approached at this stage.

The new route passes by Shahpur Darwaja, Delhi Darwaja, Sidi Sayeed Mosque, and the officials have finalized a route which is at
comfortable dis tance from ASI monuments. Also, it has been decided now to enter the walled city via Popular House on the west bank.
The officials added that there will be special tracks in the walled city on the lines of Delhi with a lot of improvisation to cut vibrations.

When Delhi the metro went underground in Old Delhi -Janpath, Delhi Gate, Jama Masjid, Red Fort and Kashmiri Gate -they employed an
Austrian firm to set up a floating track or mass spring system to curtail vibrations from moving trains underneath.Here a spring-like structure

has been placed between the concrete on the ground and the track, which acts as a cushion to absorb vibrations from the passing trains.
MEGA officials claim that the underground route in the walled city has been planned in such a way that it is a little beyond the 100 metres
restricted limits.

“Ahmedabad monuments are more than 600-years old, older than in Delhi.The National Monuments Authority (NMA) will be approached

for permissons as MEGA's route passes by ASIprotected monuments. The excavations will be undertaken under the watchful eyes of the
archaeology authorities,“ adds the MEGA official.

I P Gautam, vice-chairman and managing director of MEGA, said that the route in the Walled City has been designed in such a way that it
does not pass near a heritage monuments. There are permissible limits for taking curves and we will stick to these limits.
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